BISCUIT BOX

FREWOOD & FITTINGS

FREWOOD.—For making this Biscuit Box we supply a parcel of Mahogany and Whitewood with sufficient No. 302 Moulding.

FITTINGS.—Knob No. 5590 and a set of 16 No. 4080 Rosettes 1½d, post free.

Postage on wood and fittings if sent together, 6d.

The above prices are subject to alteration without notice.

Supplement to Hobbies No. 1190.

No. 390

PRICE 4½d

The line indicates direction of grain of wood.

Note.—Extra supplies of this design may be obtained from Hobbies Ltd.

LININGS

Cut four pieces of

White

Wood to

size shown.

Chamfer the

long edges to

fit inside

box, see plan.

Upper Base.

Cut one 2½in. thick and shape one edge as section.

Upper Base.

Cut one 1½in. thick and shape one edge as section.

Upper Base.

Cut one 2½in. thick and shape one edge as section.

Upper Base.

Cut one 3½in. thick and shape one edge as section.

Glue the mitres together as detail below.

Upper Base.

Cut one 2½in. thick and shape one edge as section.

Upper Base.

Cut one 3½in. thick and shape one edge as section.

Upper Base.

Cut one 2½in. thick and shape one edge as section.

Upper Base.

Cut one 3½in. thick and shape one edge as section.

Glue the mitres together as detail below.

No 302 Moulding

SIDE NARROW

Lining

Floor

Cut one 2½in. thick.

Also Lid.

Cut one 3½in. thick.

Showing corner construction.

Lining chamfered or mitred to fit at corners.

No. 302 Moulding

SIDE WIDE

SIDE NARROW

Frame

Lid

No. 5408

Lid Overlay

Lid Overlay

Frame

Piece cut from Frame and glued to underside of Lid.

Side overlays.

Cut two together 1½in. thick.

Main overlays.

No. 352

Four pieces required 8½in. long.

Side overlays.

Cut two together 1½in. thick.

Moulding

No. 302

Detail of construction.

Lid Overlay.

Lid Overlay.

Frame.

Floor

Upper Base

Upper Base

Lower Base

No. 5390
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Top Frame.

Cut from 2½in. wood.

The piece cut from the middle will be glued to underside of Lid, see detail.

Shape the inside and outside edges as shown here in section.

Postage is included.

Fretwood.

No. 352

Postage on wood and fittings if sent together, 6d.

Note.—Extra supplies of this design may be obtained from Hobbies Ltd.